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Sepp Blatter
Publication Date: April 2016
Format: 160 x 239 mm, 308 pp

Soccer: Mission & Passion
Sepp Blatter has one of the most impressive
and successful careers in sports
administration. He converted a club with
eleven employees into a global corporation
with 450 permanent employees.
When in 1998 he was elected the eighth Fifa
president, the World Football Federation hold
20 million dollars in debt. Today, Fifa stands
with a fortune of 1.5 billion dollars.
At the same time, the former Fifa president is
criticized worldwide: Blatter is suspended for
controversial payments for six years for all
football activities.
But his personal struggle is far from over. In
this richly illustrated book, written by Thomas
Renggli, journalist and one of the closest
collaborators of the former president, and
supplemented with a critical interview by the
journalist Peter Rothenbühler, Sepp Blatter
narrates his life for Fifa.
Rights sold to : AST (Eksmo), Russia
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From the Heart
Publication Date: October 2015
Format: 160 x 230 mm, 212 pp

3rd edition!
Heart beat. Operation. Patients.
A book about Bernese surgeon Thierry
Carrel and twenty of his patients who
tell about their heart operations.
Twenty heart patients tell how they have
experienced the severe interventions at their
heart. Prof. Thierry Carrel, who has operated in
the Clinic for Heart and Vascular Surgery of the
Bernese Island Hospital, comments on the
interventions from a medical point of view.
He speaks frankly about what moves him as a
heart surgeon and as a person, what stimulates
him and what opposes him. He stressed the
importance of teamwork, in the clinic and in the
operating room.
He thinks about what is feasible and desirable in
medicine. About organ deficiency and organ
donation. On success and failure. About the joy
of work and the fun of making music. About
hearty contacts with patients. About God and
the world - and, of course, about the heart, its
vitality, vulnerability and symbolic power. "From
the Heart" is a book that is heartfelt. And referring to Thierry Carrel - comes from the
heart.
www.thierry-carrel.ch
Available in French language
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Bye bye, Baby?

Publication Date: November 2015
Format: 140 x 210 mm, 308 pp

Women running against their
biological clock
In this book, women with (still) unfulfilled desire to
become pregnant, tell openly and self-critically
about their lives.
This issue is still much taboo in our society. In
addition, having a baby seems to be the most
natural thing in the world that every woman is able
to have. But when for biological reasons a women
does not become pregnant, many of them suffer.
This book collect honest and touching portraits of
women, provides new ideas to think about and
reflect on the possible background to the
phenomenon of “I want to have a baby“.
Additionally, it includes discussions with experts
from a wide range of disciplines that provide
interesting facts.

www.weberverlag.ch

Small Patients, Great Fates

Publication Date: September 2016
Format: 164 x 235 mm, 220 pp, 39
pictures

A pediatrician narrates
Ruedi Grüring worked for thirty years as
pediatrician in the Alps of Bern. With his
empathetic nature, he gained great
popularity, both with his small patients and
with their parents.
In this book, the now retired pediatrician
takes the reader on visits to remote
mountain villages, to famous patients in five
star hotels and to everyday emergencies in
his practice in Interlaken.
The result is an authentic testimony to his
work, a book full of touching experiences,
exhilarating events, but also sad destinies.
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Red Hüsniye
Publication Date: October 2015
Format: 140 x 210 mm, 264 pp

My life for justice
The adventurous life of a courageous
asylum seeker
Her Arabic first name Hüsniye means «beautiful», her
unmarried last name «without fear».
Born and grown up as an Alevi Kurd in eastern
Turkey, Hüsniye belonged to a minority and was
constantly being discriminated.
She began to engage politically and fight for human
rights. After the military coup in 1980, she was
imprisoned for over a year. After her release from
prission, she married and became the mother of a
son. But she was being monitored and felt threatened.
New political provocations forced the family to flee to
Switzerland.
Hüsniye initially felt foreign and unhappy in
Switzerland. But Hüsniye, still a fighter, has managed
to fully integrate herself as a recognized refugee and
become a Swiss citizen. She has lived in Thun for
more than 30 years, which has become her second
home.
This strong woman has always bravely committed
herself to justice and humanity.
A fine book about a fascinating, strong woman!
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Segantini – A Life in
Pictures

Publication Date: 2016
Format: 164 x 235 mm, 144 pp, full
colour

11 editions!
Giovanni Segantini (1858-1899) is considered
one of the greatest painters of the 19th
century. He felt himself "born to be an artists",
but how did he archives to his mastery?
The aim of this publication is to follow the
route taken by Segantini as tireless "fighter“ to
become an artist.
Being a painter who was strongly connected
with nature, this book explain and show the
important works of the painter through the
landscape around Savognin St. Moritz, Maloja
or Soglio
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A Forest Guide for the Curious

Publication Date: 1999
Format: 125 x 190 mm, 248 pp,

7th Edition!
300 Questions and Answers
About Forest, Trees and
Animals
This book is a companion for anyone who
wants to understand the forest. It gives
answers to many questions that curious
people face when they walk through the
forest.
The guide helps to sharpen the view for
nature and to understand changes.
The fact that the European forests are
expanding in an unprecedented way is
likely to be surprising for many of us.
Likewise, the discovery that the forests
sometimes remain in spite of, often by the
influence of man, a habitat with great
biological wealth.
Available in French language
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Our Geranium
Publication Date: 2016
Format: 143 x 214 mm, 132 pp,
4–colour, 110 picutres and
illustrations

Varieties, botany, stories
The «Geranium» is an integral part of
our everyday life. It graces both
farms, chalets and mountain railway
stations as well as urban and arbors.
This handbook has been created in
cooperation with several Swiss
institutions and the Botanical Garden
of the University of Bernnot and only
provides a concrete overview of 66
current and historical geranium
varieties, but offers also an exciting
insight into the turbulent cultural
history of this stork-billed plant: from
its African origins and entry into
Switzerland up to the importance of
geranium in literature

www.weberverlag.ch

Vatican Cookbook

Publication Date: 2014
Format: 240 x 320 mm, 192 pp, full colour

Actualized edition in
preparation!
The Pontifical Swiss Guard is a small force
maintained by the Holy See and it is
responsible for the safety of the Pope,
including the security of the Apostolic
Palace and serves as the de facto military
of Vatican City.
This unique cookbook accompanies the last
Swiss company in foreign service through
the church and calendar year and makes a
name for itself with some high-profile
personalities of the Vatican. The guards
present the officers and the chaplain by
their favorite food, and ecclesiastical
dignitaries tell us their body-food.
You will also find in this spectacular book
the favorite menus of the last three popes:
Poland, Bavaria and Argentina have a
different side to greet.
A book for those who like to cook, but also
for those who are curious about the
Pontifical Swiss Guard and some special
little secrets of the Vatican.
Available in Italian and French
langauges
www.weberverlag.ch

The Wine Manual
Publication Date: 2015
Format: 170 x 230 mm, 208 pp

2nd edition!
Everyday questions about wine - simply
answered by wine expert Chandra Kurt
From departure to blind degustation, to decanting
and additives: In her latest book Chandra Kurt,
wine writer, author and consultant, explains about
250 terms from the wine world refreshingly
entertaining and accustomed competently.
This book explains not only technical terms, but it
also is a useful reference book for everyday
questions about wine - for example, how many
days can a wine bottle remain open, why wine has
sulfur or how many calories has a glass of wine.
One main focus of the handbook is the combination
of wine and food: which wine suits to asparagus,
which drops are served for fish or for Christmas?
"The wine manual" is an indispensable book for
uncomplicated and stylish wine tasting- and you do
not have to be a professional to understand it.
Numerous useful tips, illustrated and sorted
from A to Z.
www.chandrakurt.com
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Hitl. Vegetarian According
to Your Mood

Publication Date: 2014
Format: 215 x 260 mm, 192 pp, full colour

15th Edition! More than 100,000
copies sold!
The bestseller of the world's oldest
vegetarian restaurant in the 15th,
completely revised and updated edition.
More than 80 delicious recipes from over a
century of vegetarian cuisine.
Supplemented with precise allergen data.
The ideal gift for every taste!
According to Guinness World Records, the Hiltl
House in Zurich is the oldest vegetarian
restaurant in the world. To commemorate its
centenary in 1998, Rolf Hiltl collected the best
recipes of the last century and published them
in the book «Hiltl. Vegetarian according to your
mood ».
The book has been translated into French and
English and has sold more than 100,000 copies
worldwide. Now it has been refreshed and
supplemented. «Hiltl. Vegetarian according to
your mood »corresponds to the modern
lifestyle, which combines health and
environmental awareness with pleasure and
aesthetics.
www.hitl.ch
Available in English and French langauges
www.weberverlag.ch

Kitschcakes – Made in
Switzerland
Publication Date: 2015
Format: 205 x 255 mm, 224 pp, full
color

40 simple step-by-step
instructions, recipes and ideas
for creating original cakes,
cupcakes, cake pops and other
sweet temptations
Learn how to use the right ingredients and
aids to create an imaginative dessert for every
conceivable occasion.
Whether for a family celebration, on Easter
and Christmas, or simply between, the sweet
works of art provide joy for both young and
old.
Surprise your guests with «Crispy Carrot»,
the «Crazy Chicks», the «Bulli-Pops», with
«The Happy Yodeler» or «Leather Pants
Popcorn» and many other funny desserts.
Available in English and French
languages
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I Love Loghurt

Publication Date: March 2016
Format: 215 x 255 mm, 200 pp,
full colour

70 fantastic vegetarian dishes
with yoghurt
Fine vegetarian yoghurt dishes from India,
Persia, Turkey, Arabia, Africa, the Balkans,
Greece ... yogurt in sauces, desserts or fine
main courses.
Yogurt is an excellent ingredient to create a
variety of delicious meals. A book for those
who are open to new, exotic and simple
recipes!
The book is completed with an informative
chapter on the history and the production of
yoghurt.
Ideal for (part-time) vegetarian,
mediterranean and oriental lovers.
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Apéro Riche
Publication Date: October 2016
Format: 220 x 260 mm, 280 pp, full colour

Small snacks to preserve friendship
A cool party at home with friends - does not have
to mean hours in the kitchen and miss all fun.
David Geisser (Zürich, 1990) shows in this book
how things can be different. Take off complicated
recipes, which can only be cooked with much
effort and expensive ingredients!
Create simple but refined and exciting finger food
and with a appetizing, varied and colorful buffet.
Whether mezze, mini-burger or refined desserts:
This book has something for everyone - because
small snacks preserve friendship.
This is Geisser’s forth cooking book. His books
were Top-100-Bestseller at “The New York Times”.
www.david-geisser.ch
http://www.david-geisser.ch/medien.html
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Kameha Cooking Fusion
Publication Date: October 2016
Format: 240 x 320 mm, 160 pp, full
colour

30 recipes – 30 experiences
that unite

From French cuisine with Far Eastern
influences to a stop at Bella Italia, "Kameha
cooking fusion" offers 30 spectacular
culinary delights to cook at home.
The taste of the wide world perfectly served
at the Kameha Grand Zurich. Exclusive
specialties, playful and creative.
«Kameha cooking fusion» is a wonderful
book for cooking marvellous exotic menus.
Indulge yourself!
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Amour fou- Mushrooms
for Dessert
Publication Date: August 2015
Format: 210 x 270 mm, 120 pp, full colour
"It takes some experimenting pleasure and
sometimes overcoming, but the more
recipes we tried, the more creative the ideas
became."

An autumnal fruit salad with caramelized
mushrooms, a Crème Russe with fungi and
pineapples ...
What sounds crazy in the first moment proves to
be a wonderful idea: students of the Bern
University of Applied Sciences were inspired to
create desserts with wild mushrooms and to
examine the most attractive combinations in the
field taste and texture.
Their insights open up a legitimate chance for the
mushrooms in the world of desserts.
Let yourself be on a foray through the often
striking recipes!

www.weberverlag.ch

The Best of the Swiss
Army Culinary Cooking
Publication Date: 2015
Format: 230 x 280 mm, 212 pp, 95
illustrations

Popular menus, new recipes
and interesting stories
The Swiss Armed Force Culinary Cooking is
based on Swiss recipes, is simple in its own
way, very good in taste and, of course,
healthy.
Hardly a kitchen in Switzerland is as
diverse and as rich in history as the military
culinary cooking. Invite your guests to a
solid table with culinary heights!
The recipes are based on those of the Swiss
Army and adapted to the modern needs.
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Sometimes it Has to Be
Caviar
Publication Date: 2013
Format: 215 x 275 mm, 96 pp, full
color

Cooking with caviar: new and
unusual interpretations refined arranged. Highest
perfection and perfect
pleasure!
Once a magical symbol of luxury, the royal
black pearls are now an affordable delicacy.
Irresistibly balanced in taste, caviar,
obtained from sturgeon roe, is rich in
valuable omega-3 fatty acids, oils and
vitamins. The exclusive pleasures of the
palate enrich every festive table.
The creative and widely traveled author of
the genre, Sacha de Frisching, offers in her
book "Sometimes it has to be caviar" 28
tempting, cosmopolitanly inspired and
stylishly illustrated caviar recipes of
tiramisu with salmon and uncomplicated
crostini with peperonipaste to fantastically
light Puff pastry pies and creamy tagliatelle
with asparagus.
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What Do Religion Eat?
Publication Date: October 2012
Format: 205 x 225 mm, 168 pp, full colour

Recipes – Traditions – Rituals Taboos
Cooking and eating plays an important role in all
five world religions. A young team of practicing
Jews, Christians, Muslims, Buddhists and Hindus,
through selected recipes, gives an intimate
insight into the festivals, rituals, rules and stories
of their faith.
This interreligious cookbook reveals why some
food is blessed, sacrificed or ritually eaten, while
others are regarded as unclean and strictly
forbidden, including stylish, inviting pictures, indepth background knowledge, and delicious
recipes.
In the tension between the connecting and
disconnecting elements of the food, the reader is
kidnapped on a culinary trip through the
multireligious Switzerland, and learns what, when
and how religion eats here.
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Let’s Bake!
Publication Date: September 2011
Format: 165 x 236 mm, 160 pp, full
colour

The best of British bakery
British baking is traditional and at the same
time very "trendy". It lures with a wide range
of piquant and sweet specialties:
•cakes

and typical pastry from Grandmother's

times
•pastries

from Scotland, Wales and Ireland, as
well as treats from the former colonies of the
Empire
•highlights

from cosmopolitan bakeries in
London should not be missed.
If for dinner or a party, all recipes are
"increditbly delicious" and conjure up a touch
of Britain.
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Creative Ideas for Kids
all Through the Year
Publication Date: 2013
Format: 215 x 275mm, 192 pages

Have fun with your kids!
This book is a treasure full of great ideas,
which can be distributed throughout the
year to do with
children.
The chapters are divided in months, and
you will find suitable proposals for everyday handicrafts. Even a stressed working
mother can bake the "Lazy Mothers
Strawberry Cake". Quickly made and
delicious!
The ideas are practical and simple to
implement and the result is simply to have
fun with the kids!
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